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The children of the Israeli town of Keshet are born with the ability to bend nature to their will and

13-year-old Jordan has just discovered his gift of the power to transform into water. All of

Jordanâ€™s friends have unique powers: Noam can alter cloud formations, Ellah can spin webs,

and little Eden can create the strange animals she sees in her dreams. No one knows the source of

these powers except, perhaps, Miss Sara, the mysterious town matriarch who helps the children

find and control their talents using Kabbalah and other mystical teachings from Israelâ€™s forgotten

past. However, someone has discovered the secret of the children of Keshet, and wants to use their

powers for his own sinister purposes. To prevent such a disaster, Jordan and his friends must use

their gifts to defeat an enemy who wields the power to erase the line between the living and the

dead. Incorporating Jewish mythology and referencing various practices of Judaism, this book is a

tale of friendship and the power of teamwork in the face of adversity.
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Jordan lives in the Israeli town of Kfar Keshet, where the kids get special powers based around

nature that start to appear around the time they turn 13, but sometimes younger, sometimes older,

and sometimes never. Jordan is behind on the Power Train. When Jordan, his younger brother and

two friends go camping by a lake, they witness a man make another man out of clay. The clay man

is a golem, and the creator is Lavan, a sly magician who uses dark magic and tries to stop the kids



of Kfar Keshet from being unique with their special powers. The golem could be a danger to the

inhabitants of Kfar Keshet!This is a riveting adventure story based on Jewish folklore. It is based in

Israel and the reader gains a lot of knowledge about Kabbalah and other Jewish teachings. I

learned that in Jewish folklore a golem is a creature made by magic out of rock or clay. I love

learning parts of different cultures and am happy now that I know a golem isnâ€™t just a character

in PokÃ©mon. ;) I love the idea of a bunch of super-powered kids and the part of the story where

they must learn what their powers are and how to use them. One problem I had with the plot is that

it didnâ€™t explain why none of the adults had powers (or maybe they did and they didnâ€™t use

them). I like the action and the mystery in the book too. The  rates the book for kids 12+ but I think it

is totally fine for kids 9+. The cover is scary, but Ms. Goldman writes a great story that can be

enjoyed by all ages. Ms Goldman made Jordan into a great character who the reader can

understand. I love how he solves problems and figures out how to use his abilities. This is a great

book for boys but girls will also enjoy the adventure!*NOTE I got a free copy of this book in

exchange for an honest reivew

I and my kids always love to learn more about other cultures, especially when theyâ€™re packaged

in an exciting, adventurous tale. Jordan and the Dreadful Golem not only does this, but also has a

bit of mystery, loads of adventure and a good douse of friendship.Although the characters are

children with special abilities (types of super powers), theyâ€™re lives arenâ€™t really that much

different than any other average kid. The story starts with them playing around along the shores of

the Jordan River, and immediately adds normal kid problems such as acceptance and dealing with

ones own self-esteem.The scenes and descriptions are well done, and donâ€™t run into the danger

of weighing down the plot to the point that it drags. There were many unexpected twists and turns,

which held my kids attention. And I really enjoyed the tight writing style in general.Of course, the

Jewish mythology weaved into the plot is a big plussâ€”a great way to introduce kids to other

cultures without giving the feel that theyâ€™re learning something. And the dialogue was not only

realistic but aided in holding my kidâ€™s attention.All in all, itâ€™s a nice adventure for girls and

boys, especially those who are curious about other countries and cultures.

Kids (and adults) who liked Harry Potter will love Jordan and the Dreadful Golem. This is a book full

of magic and behind that, how to use one's talents in a responsible and ethical way. It's easy for

kids to read but also should be purchased by grandparents for when those special grandchildren

spend the night; all will love it. It would make agreat gift for birthdays and other special occasions.



My children and I loved reading Jordan and the Dreadful Golem. We usually read a story a loud

before bed as a family but my 9 year old son loved this book so much he read ahead without us and

then listened to it a second time as our "family read." We found the book exciting and couldn't wait

to read more and at the same time not frightening. The characters are well developed and the

scenery and culture of Israel are well described, making you fall in love with the country and the

people.A great read for children and families that enjoy books like Harry Pottery and Heros of

Olympus without the extra hundreds of pages.

Jorden and the Dreadful Golem opened a great gateway into the imagines of my kids. For days

afterwards they were exploring their every move trying to discover their secret power. With a few

short discussions I was able to get them to see that everything about them is special and unique.I'm

not sure if this was the intended outcome that Karen had hoped for but it sure works for me :-)
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